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In this paper, "sentence" means "finitary first-order sentence", but
we will meet infinitary disjunctions and conjunctions of such. A theory is a
set of (finitary) sentences. We repeat a fey definitions from [5] and [6]
to make the present paper self-contained.
A relation R (of any arity)
y on structures gives rise to a so-called
(binary) q-relation R* on theories defined by
iff for every
2>t=T; there exists a set {%\}\ of models of T( such that {9lj)|R». For
example the product relation P, vhere {5(j}|PS means B s E ! ^ , . If R is
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binary, then ve vrite a R B instead of {M}RS>. The relations considered
here v i l l be the following:
S: 21SB means there exists an embedding »>—>5(.
Hn: SlHo© means there exists a homomorphism onto 2 t - » » .
HJ: !(H|8 means there exists a homomorphism (into) 5f — >59
Sv:

a S v S means there exist embeddings f: 2C >—> SS' and

g:©'>—>ar

such that gf is an elementary embedding and 3' is an elementary
substructure of 39

ABSTRACT
This paper concerns classical Preservation results applied to finite structures. We
consider binary relations for which a strong form of preservation theorem (called strong
interpolation) exists in the usual case. This includes most classical cases: embeddings,
extensions, homomorpbisms into and onto, sandwiches, etc. We establish necessary and
sufficient syntactic conditions for the preservation theorems for sentences and for theories
to hold in the restricted context of finite structures. We deduce that for all relations
above, the restricted theorem for theories hold provided the language is finite. For the
sentences the restricted version fails in most cases; in fact the "homomorphism into" case
seems to be the only possible one, but the efforts to show that have failed ([2]}. We hope
our results may help to solve this frustrating problem; in the meantime, they are used to
put a lower bound on the level of complexity of potential couterexamples.

A set of sentences A also gives rise to a (q-) relation A * betveen
theories, defined by T,A*T 2 iff [ T,i-6eA -> T 2 H6 ]. We say that JP
admits strong A-mterpolation
if R* = A * If R is binary, then by
Compactness one can actually assume the Ti's to be complete, and then
the equality R*=A* amounts to:
[ a s a ' R » ' = 8 } iff [ M(=6€A -> 8>8 ].
R * = A * implies in particular that R admits global relativized
preservation:
For every theories S and T,

A-

[a,»!=£, 3C^T and « R » => »(=T] iff [Ts s A' for some A ' c A ] ,
where ^s ts the restriction of = to models of S (i.e. T=sA' means
TUS=A'US). It also implies its "sentence" version, the local

relativized A -preservation;
For all sentences ^ and <j),
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[a,9t=»jj, %*$ and 3 R 8 —> 9*$] iff [$=^6 for some 6«A],
(The usual preservation theorems for theories and sentences correspond
of course to the cases where S and ^ above are respectively the
universally valid theory and the universally valid sentence).
Note that if a binary relation R admits strong A-interpolation, then
R-l admits strong -A-interpolation (vhere -<A = { —SfficA}), so that
relativized preservations hold for R-1 too.

Examples of relations which do not admit strong interpolation are
the intersection relation and the (categorical) limit relation (see [5]
for more details and many more examples of all kinds). But most
classical cases of preservation are in fact consequences of strong
interpolation: for example, if V , 3 V , Pos and 3Pos are respectively
the sets of universal, existential-universal, positive and existentialpositive sentences, then S * = V * , Sw* = 3 V * , H o * = Pos* and
H j * = 3P0S*
To consider the restriction of our relations to finite structures, we
first remark that strong interpolation implies ordered relativized
preservation. For binary relations, this translates as follow:
Global version (i.e. for theories): For any two theories 5, and S? such
that S(i-S2, the statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent:
(i)[For every theory T [«,»!=£.,, 3s* T and H R » => 3t=T]]
(11)
[ A ^ s j s s , ^ for some A r A 2 C A such that A , h A ; ]
The local version is of course obtained by replacing theories S , S , T,
A, and A ; by sentences.
Proposition \. If R admits strong A-interpo!ation, then i t admits
ordered relativized A-preservations (local and global).
Proof. For theories: (i) being given, relativized preservation tells us
that there exist A',, A ' 2 c A such that A ' ^ s T s g A ' j . One then checks
easily that Aj = {S€AJTUSji-6}, M , 2 , will satisfy'(ii).
For sentences: Replacing T and Sj by <£ arid yt respectively in the
theory case, one obtains A r A ; c A such that A t =^ 4*=^, A and A,i-A 2 . By
Compactness, 6j' AIJJJH <phy>\ for some Sj'eA, i«1,2. By Compactness
again, there exists S/'eA, such that fi^i-o.,'. Then ror 6,^6,'Ao," and
6, :=6,', one get 5,=^ ty=ti &2 and 6,<-62, as required.
In what follows, we will say that a sentence $
finite structures if [ » , » finite, %\*$ and WR8
far theories The symbols t=f and =i v i l l denote the
= to finite structures. Finally, Tj is the theory
|
for every finite %\

•
is preserved by P on
=> 9N«J) ]. Similarly
restrictions of i= and
of finite structures:

Theorem 2. Let R be a binary relation on structures which admits
strong A-interpolation. Then the following are equivalent for every
sentence <f>:
(a) R preserves $ on finite structures
(b) i)^f Vn>o6'n for some 6'n^A,
(c) $=f An^fin for some 6 n e^
(d) If Bi=Ti and a is finite, then [2lt<ji and H R 8 =>
(e) If 5(i=Ti and 8 is finite, then [5£^<j> and SIRS => 8t*<)> ].
Proof, (a) => (b). We apply Proposition 1 (local part) to the sequence
>>
i Mjj t-iji i- ..,, vhere ^ n := Vx x n *i(ViHi(Xi"Xi». Then there is a
sequence S'^o.^t-&'..*-... of sentences in A such that ^ 6 ' n on structures
of cardinality ; n (PM v'r^iij'ri is dear Conversely, if 211= o'n for some n
and $< is of cardinality rn, then 21 *=6V for k = rnax(n,m), so that 511=$
(b) => (a) Easy.
(a) <*=> CO R admits strong A-irUerpolation iff R"1 admits strong - A interpolation, and ve can apply (a) <=> (b) to -•$ and R"!. Then
~~~ty=i Vn-.j)(~'C<r\> for some Sn^A., so that d>—f An>o^fi •
(b) => (d). From (b), i.B'n—><p)tT\ for each n, so that T f U i v ^ S ' r , } ^ .
Hence if 2( is finite and 2 ( * $ , then at=v n >o6'n , and MR» => 9t=v n > 0 6' n
(c) => (e). Similar to (b) => (d). Note that (b) implies TfU{$}t= A n>0 6V
(e) => (a). Trivial.

•

Note that for R as in Theorem 2, and for any sentence $, ve have
[ <p=\S for some SeA ] iff [ <p preserves R on models of Tf ]
since R admits relativized A-preservation This is in particular the
case tf Tf U{An>oo'n } N $ or, equivalently, if Tf U{<j>}NVn;>o6V
W.W. Tait [8] showed that the restriction to finite structures of
the usual local preservation theorem for S does not hold, and Gurevich
and Shelah did the same for Ho. one can find in [4] examples of
sentences $, and $ ; vhich respectively preserve substructures and
hornomorphic images on finite structures, but are not equivalent (on
finite structures) to any sentence respectively in V and Pos.
The Sv relation is trivial in the finite case, since MSv8 => SCsB
if 51 and 59 are finite. Hence "sandwiching" finite structures preserves
all sentences The same is of course true for Sw 1 , so that we get the
following as a consequence of Theorem 2.

Corollary

3. For every sentence $, An>oSn=(4>sfvnst .. for some

formulas vithout equality (that is, all P(cr...,cit)'s, P a relation symbol,
where at least tvo of the Cj's are distinct and different from each
[bj]e) Then <3t=$' and the function bK->[b]e defines a homomorphism

6n,£' n tV3, nelN. The same is true if one replaces V3 by 3V.
(i) and (it), together vith parts (d) and (e) of Theorem 2, give the
Of course one can easily find a sentence which is not finitely
equivalent to any 3V-sentence (for example Vx3y(R(x,y)): if
+i •= 3u, u n VY(M>, p open, consider the structure 5( on A-{a v ...,anri)
defined by RM = !(a1,a2)/(a2,a3)J...>(anf|,a1)>; then 5lt=<j), but if 2 1 ^ , then
Mt=VYji[al1.....,a'rt,Y], for some a'v....a'neA, and the substructure « ' on A{a}, where a$ (a'^.va'nj, satisfies y but not $). Hence the restriction to
finite structures of the usual local preservation theorem for Sw does
not hoid. The same remarks hold for each "n-sandvich" relation Svn (see
[1]). Recall that 5 v n * = 3 V 3 V . . . 3 V * (n appearances or 3V)
The Hi relation constitutes a difficult (open) problem. Gurevich and
Shelah believed for some time they had proven that the restriction to
finite structures of the local preservation theorem held in this case
([4]), but they later round an error in their proof ([2]). The following
(very partial) result uses Theorem 2 to determine a lover bound on the
complexity of potential counterexamples:
Proposition 4. Let $ be a sentence in a finite reiational language
such that <f>e3V or <p is of the form VX3y(ji(X,y)), H open (y is a
single variable).
Then <p is preserved by homomorphtsms between finite structures iff
ip=^6 for some 6<=3Pos.
Proof. One first remarks the following two facts:
0) If 5i*=$e3V, then there exists an embedding
<5;
>2I
for some finite model <5 of <£.
(ii) If <9N<t>'=3XVy(u'(X,y)), \i.' open, then there exists an homomorphism
8
onto some finite model S of <p'
(i) is very easy. For (n), if b v ,bn€B are such that » N
,
define an equivalence relation 0 on B by b6b' iff 9t=^(br...Jbn,b]<->
^[b,,.. ,bfi,b'] for every atomic formula t,. Let C be the (finite) quotient
set {[b]e|beB} of equivalence classes. Note that [bj)g={bj} for each i.
Define the structure « on C by S»=?[Eb,]e,...,[Dn3B-[ble] iff S ^ b , , . . ^ ]
for some be[b]g (£ atomic) and Q^Ic,,...,^] for all other atomic

result

given any homomorphism a->3B between models of Tf

vith

. we have to show (according to the remark after the theorem) that
*. If (J)t3V, then £ >—>M—>a for some finite *5N<J>, which implies
by the theorem For the second type of $, take $'•=-$. Then
S ^ - 1 * would imply the existence of some »—»e for some finite
( 5 ^ f and the composed homomorphism %—>S—»<$ implies %*-•$, a
contradiction
•
Note that the same proof shows that the 3V-sentences
(respectively the sentences of the form VX3y(jj(X,y)), u open) which are
preserved by extensions (respectively homomorphic images) on finite
structures are finitely equivalent to existential (resp. positive)
sentences The result for extensions was proved by Kevin Compton (see
[3])
All this means that, for no one of the relations considered yet we
have a syntactic characterization, in the finite context, of the
sentences preserved under the relation. Our last result show that the
situation is radically different for theories:
Theorem 5. Assume the language to be finite, and let R be a binary
relation admitting strong A-interpolation. Then R admits global Apreservatlort on finite structures: for every theory T, we have
[[2(,9 finite, a^T and « R 8 ] => » * T ] iff [TsfA' for some A'C A]
Proof. From Proposition 1, one gets, for \pn :* Vx1...Xn»|(VjHj(Xi«Xj)),
TUi^r»}5AnUty n } for every n>0, A n c A and A n t-A n *|. But in a finite
language, there are only a finite number of structures of cardinolity
<n. This implies we can replace each A n by a sentence 6 n eA, so that
TU{i[»n}s6nA<jjn for each n, and 6ni-6n,(. Hence l=\Vn>o&n- Now
"•(Vnx^n) = A ^ t - ' S n ) preserves (H on finite structures, and we can
apply again our argument, this time to R-' and the theory T' •
{-•6n|n>0>. Then T'=|Vn>o6'n for some 6'n€-'A, and this implies
T=i( - i 5'n|n>0}CA, as required.
•

r

Libo Lo ([7]) has announced the result of Theorem 5 for the
relations S and Hj-'. We have not been able to contact him to see his
proof, but it must be different from ours, since the full statement of
his result clearly implies that he could not obtain the result for S"'
and Hi
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